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Distributed Instruments for Planetary Surface Science
Abstract—A distributed instrument is an instrument designed to collect spatially and temporally
correlated data from many networked, geographically distributed point sensors. A distributed instrument is more than the sum of its sensors:
by strategically scheduling measurements across
a region to capture data with spatial context, it
can provide insight into spatially and temporally
correlated phenomena that is impossible to obtain
using monolithic surface assets or planetary orbiters alone. In this paper, we present the case
for distributed instruments by listing some critical
planetary science questions that can be answered by
deploying distributed instruments on planetary surfaces. We also discuss the technological challenges
associated with such distributed instruments and
present some of the recent developments in sensor distribution schemes, communication, power,
and thermal management technologies. We provide
concrete recommendations for NASA to develop
these technologies and concepts further, thereby
enabling the deployment of distributed instruments
for planetary surface science in the next decade.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the history of planetary exploration
by NASA and other space agencies, huge
strides have been made in our understanding
of various scientific phenomena through the
use of fly-by missions, orbiters, landers, and
rovers. These ‘monolithic’ missions have successfully explored many objects in the Solar
System using state-of-the-art instruments. But
point measurements can only offer limited
insight into the various dynamical processes
that are of immense scientific value. The
consensus within many scientific disciplines
is that for answering some critical science
questions, the output received from a series of
distributed sensors with even modest performance would be significantly more valuable
than the output from a single sensor with
exceptional performance. Our current understanding of various geological and climatological phenomena on Earth is due to the
amalgamation of complementary information
provided by orbital assets, and networks of
monitoring instruments distributed across the
surface of the Earth.

Figure 1. A distributed instrument is a collection of
geographically-distributed sensors strategically collecting
spatially and temporally-correlated data.

Spatio-temporal measurements with required precision may be unavailable with traditional planetary orbiters and landers alone,
yet represent perhaps the most informative
way to learn about the dynamic processes
in the interior, on the surface, and in the
atmosphere of a planetary object. A ‘distributed instrument’, i.e., an instrument composed of spatially distributed sensors collecting spatially- and temporally- correlated data,
can fill the gap between orbital snapshots
and point samples from landed assets by
measuring many point samples in a strategic
manner (Fig. 1).
A distributed instrument is more than the
sum of its sensors: by strategically scheduling
measurements across a region to capture data
with spatial context, it can provide insight
into spatially and temporally correlated phenomena that are impossible to obtain using
only rovers or orbiters. Distributed instruments hold the promise to unlock answers to
key questions in planetary science, as identified in the previous decadal survey [1], including how solar tides influence the Martian
atmosphere, how pressure waves propagate
across a planet, from where do trace gas
emissions originate, and what is the interior
composition of icy bodies.
In this paper, we present possible architectures by which some critical science
questions can be answered with the help
of distributed instruments. We discuss why
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recent advances in technologies associated
with distributed sensor networks are opening
the doors for successful implementation of
such architectures for planetary science. We
specifically focus on science questions and
architectures associated with Mars, since the
engineering challenges associated with space
radiation, thermal environment, solar power,
and orbital infrastructure for data relay at
Mars are not as burdensome as those encountered at some of the other objects in the Solar
System. Mars has the potential to serve as an
ideal proving ground for the use of distributed
instruments, paving the way for planetary
surface science using distributed instruments
at other objects in the Solar System.
In this paper, we use the term ‘sensor module’ to refer to an individual sensor carrying
out scientific measurements. An ‘agent’ or
a ‘carrier agent’ is the host that brings the
sensor to its target location.
II. S CIENCE Q UESTIONS A DDRESSED BY
D ISTRIBUTED I NSTRUMENTS
There are numerous science questions that
can be uniquely addressed with the use of
distributed instruments. The specific requirements in terms of the number of sensor
nodes, spatial distribution, communication,
and power requirements vary significantly
with the question we are trying to answer.
We briefly discuss a few science objectives
with the intention of demonstrating how these
science questions map into the technological
requirements for the distributed instrument.
A. Mars Meteorology
Atmospheric
models
that
capture
wind, temperature, pressure, humidity,
and dust transport (e.g., the MarsWRF
GCM/mesoscale model [2]) are critical not
only to further our scientific understanding
of Mars, but also to inform EDL strategies
for future Martian missions and, looking
forward, for Mars human exploration.
Distributed instruments are critical to
provide ground truth and calibration data for
such models.
As highlighted in a white paper submitted to the previous planetary decadal survey

[3], several simple measurements that can
be carried out with low-CSWaP (cost, size,
weight and power) sensors can help build
a more complete picture of Martian meteorology. When combined with other sources
of geological data, they also allow to make
inferences about the history and climatology
of Mars. Pressure measurements help characterize the mass balance in the Martian atmosphere. For instance, the ebb and flow of CO2
off the polar caps, and the effect of this phenomenon on the mass of the atmosphere at
different locations around the planet, can be
simultaneously studied with distributed sensors in a networked configuration. In addition,
measuring the surface temperature and humidity allows us to understand how the CO2
and water cycles on Mars are influenced by
variations in the solar flux and diurnal cycles.
Surface wind measurements help us constrain
the mass, momentum and heat flux on the surface, enabling the development of more accurate circulation and transport models. They
also provide an insight into factors that drive
the uplifting of dust from the Martian surface.
These measurements could help us establish
precursor signals for predicting the onset and
severity of dust storms on Mars. In all these
cases, the spatio-temporal correlations in the
data collected by the individual sensors in a
coordinated and orchestrated manner, allow
us to arrive at inferences that may not be
possible with just a collection of sensor units
acting independently of each other.
In terms of technological requirements,
sensors needed to make these measurements
are readily available in miniaturized packages
with high TRL. These sensors have modest data volume and data rate requirements.
While accurate wind measurements would require some form of anchoring to the surface,
pressure, temperature, and humidity measurements don’t have stringent requirements on
the orientation of the sensor. In terms of their
number and spatial distribution, one study
estimated that 16 sensors distributed globally would sufficiently characterize the atmospheric mass distribution [4]. Synchronized
and coordinated measurements from a similar
number of sensors distributed more locally
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could provide valuable data for understanding
various transport phenomena and the spatiotemporal variation of these meteorological
quantities.
B. Trace Gas Sniffer
Understanding the source and distribution
of methane emissions on Mars is of special interest because of its potential link to
microbial life. The potential of sub-surface
reservoirs of methane also has tremendous
implications for future human exploration of
Mars. In 2019, the Curiosity rover detected
a sudden spike in methane levels from less
than 1 part per billion by volume (ppbv)
to 21 ppbv [5]. Subsequently, the methane
levels returned to the background level of
less than 1 ppbv. While Curiosity is capable
of detecting such trace amounts of methane
in the Martian atmosphere, a single point
measurement was insufficient for making inferences about the potential source of this
transient methane emission. We cannot definitively say whether the source was biological
or geological. We can’t even positively say
whether the source was local (Gale crater) or
generated elsewhere on the surface of Mars.
While the spectrometer used for highsensitivity methane detection on Curiosity
weighed 3.7 kg [6], with recent advances in
sensor technologies, a network of miniaturized (5 mm × 5 mm) tunable laser spectrometers [7], [8] dispersed over suspected
microseepage regions could potentially help
localize the source of methane emissions.
These sensors would have similar CSWaP requirements as those discussed in Section II-A
for atmospheric measurements. They would
also have similar, modest requirements for
sensor orientation, data rate and localization
accuracy.

from the vents on Enceladus, and study the
intensity of the active volcanoes on Venus.
The field of seismology lends itself naturally
to distributed measurements, since distributed
measurement allow for the localization of
the source of seismic activity, which is critical to answering questions about the interior
structure of the object. Previous white papers
and papers that have been proposed for the
upcoming decadal survey present a detailed
case for distributed seismometers on Titan
[9], Mars [10], the Moon [11] and ocean
worlds [12].
Recent advances have led to the development of miniaturized short-period seismometers such as the SEIS [13] instrument flown
on the Mars InSight mission. Other such
instruments are also currently in development
for the Lunar Geophysical Network. While
most studies in the past have suggested the
placement of four seismometers distributed
globally, the efficacy of a regional network
with moderate separation between individual
sensors is yet to be analyzed in detail. A
network with smaller separation is likely to be
more effective on smaller bodies like Enceladus. The bigger challenge with distributed
seismology is in the form of data handling
and data transfer requirements. Seismometers
are looking for sporadic events and, hence,
require near-continuous operation to increase
the likelihood of detection. This typically
translates to data rate requirements on the
order of a few kHz. On-board computation
and analysis of the waveforms, and automated
detection of scientifically relevant events can
reduce the amount of data that needs to
be relayed back to the Earth. The use of
tri-axial seismometers eliminates any strong
dependence on the orientation of the sensor
on the surface. But the sensors have to be
localized with a reasonable accuracy and the
clocks on the sensors have to be synchronized
to enable the localization of seismic events.

C. Distributed Seismology
Planetary surface seismology is one of the
III. N EW T ECHNOLOGIES FOR
critical techniques for investigating the interior of various objects in the Solar System. It A DDRESSING E NGINEERING C HALLENGES
can answer key questions about the thickness
In the previous section, we presented three
of Europa’s icy crust, localize the geothermal examples of science investigations enabled by
activity responsible for the plumes emanating the use of distributed instruments. For each of
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these science questions, we provided a highlevel assessment of technology requirements
to help guide the discussion presented in this
section for candidate technologies needed for
meeting those requirements.
At a high level, the engineering design of a
distributed instrument has to deal with tradeoffs in a four-dimensional design space covering spatial range, number of sensors, cost, and
sensor complexity. The optimum operating
point that meets the science objectives, keeping the engineering and budget constraints Figure 2. An illustration depicting sensors deployed from
in mind, has to be obtained individually for the backshell of a lander during the descent phase [15].
each science mission. Here, we first discuss
tungsten, to change the center of gravity of
some of the unique technological challenges
the spacecraft during atmospheric entry. One
associated with distributing the sensors on the
or more of these ballasts can be replaced with
planetary surface.
a container carrying 15-25 ‘assets’, each of
which serves as a host for a sensor module.
A. Sensor Distribution Mechanisms
Recent research has shown that by varying
Different science questions have different the ejection time and ejection velocity (both
requirements for the spatial distribution of magnitude and direction), a large variety of
sensors. Given a specific science objective, desired spatial distribution of sensors can
various information-theoretic tools can be be achieved, over a local region spanning
used to infer the optimum sensor distribution several tens of kilometers [15]. This concept
based on existing scientific models, while is illustrated in Fig. 2. This serves as a visatisfying engineering constraints on sensor able infusion path for distributed instruments,
placement. Several technologies for sensor allowing them to piggy back as secondary
distribution have been developed in the last payload on future lander missions.
decade, covering a wide range of values for
There are several candidates for carrier
spatial range, emplacement precision, and agents that carry the individual sensor modcost. We provide examples of a few such ules to the surface. Some of these are listed
candidate technologies, starting with global below and highlighted in Fig. 3
scale distribution schemes.
1) Ballistic module with a penetrator or
1) Independent Landers: In order to
a crushable shell to absorb the impact
achieve a global distribution of sensor nodes,
force [16]
one solution is to launch multiple microlan2) Ultra-thin printable spacecraft [17]
ders. This technology (e.g. Mars-Drop [14]),
3) Tensegrity lander designed to survive
requires the separation of these microlanders
impact loads [18]
with slightly different heliocentric velocities
4)
Deployable glider (e.g. Prandtl-M deat the point of Earth departure. By changing
veloped by NASA Armstrong) [19]
their launch velocity, they can be ‘aimed’ at
5)
Microlander similar to Mars-Drop [14]
different locations on the target body. Each
The appropriate agent for distributing the
microlander is fitted with its own entry, descent and landing (EDL) package, comprising sensors depends on the science objective
a parachute and a heat shield. Upon land- and corresponding spatial distribution, oriing, the science instrument package can be entation, and impact load requirements. For
instance, the g-forces of a ballistic lander
deployed in a controlled manner.
2) Back Shell Deployment: All planetary might be too high for an optical spectrommissions requiring EDL carry multiple ballast eter, but a seismometer might benefit from
masses, weighing 150 kg and made out of penetration in the crust. Printable spacecraft
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Figure 4. Icarus direct to orbit radios [21].

Figure 3. Carrier agents for sensor deployment on planetary
surfaces, with increasing range after deployment [15].

limit the types of sensors that can be carried along, but allow for the simultaneous
launch of a swarm of hundreds of sensors.
Deployable gliders, such as the Prandtl-M
designed by NASA Armstrong Research Center specifically for the Martian environment,
significantly increase the range over which
the sensors can be deployed and also provide
some degree of control on the orientation
of the landed sensor. Individual sensor modules can also be encased in a PUFFER-like
micromobility platform to get to the right
location upon landing and to allow for spatial
reconfiguration of the network [20].
3) Direct Deployment: It is anticipated
that as mobility and perception systems continue to improve, future Martian rovers would
be capable of traversing distances in excess of
a kilometer on a daily basis. In addition, the
Mars 2020 mission will carry the Mars helicopter, which could pave the way for future
Mars exploration using aerial platforms that
are capable of traveling greater distances. In
these scenarios, direct placement of sensors
by these assets in a controlled manner at
known locations becomes a very attractive
option. This would potentially necessitate that
the sensors have a long operational life, but
individual sensors can start collecting data, as
more and more sensors are slowly added to
complete the distributed instrument.
B. Communication Architecture
Relaying data from a vast array of sensors
is one of the critical challenges associated

with sensor networks. However, there have
been numerous advances in the development
of ultra-low power and low-profile radios for
direct-to-orbit communication. The ICARUS
radio transmitters, shown in Fig. 4, weigh
only 5 g and have been demonstrated to relay
data directly to the ISS from the Earth’s
surface [21]. Architectures involving the direct relay of data between sensor modules
limit the maximum separation between neighboring sensor nodes and are also fraught
with challenges imposed by the possibility
of occlusion due to local terrain features.
Having direct-to-orbit opens up new options,
allowing us to use point-to-point for local
communication when it makes sense, while
removing a lot of constraints on sensor placement.
Considering the large number of sensors,
the only feasible operational paradigm would
involve the distributed instrument operating
with a high degree of autonomy. This requires
capabilities for fault detection and handling,
network reconfigurability, and robustness to
anomalies and disruptions of sensor nodes
and communication links. In this vein, recent developments in the application of delay tolerant networking and resource-aware
scheduling of communication, computation
and other tasks [22] are critical for the successful deployment and sustained operation
of the system for the desired mission lifetime.
As noted in Section II-C, some science
investigations rely on precise localization of
individual sensors. This can also be achieved
through the communication link between the
sensors and the orbiters. By using readily
available chip-scale atomic clocks, techniques
involving single satellite localization can be
employed to estimate the positions of the
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sensors to a high degree of accuracy (on the given their unique ability to address science
order of a few meters) [23].
objectives associated with Mars meteorology,
trace gas detection, planetary seismology etc.
The decadal survey committee should conC. Power and Thermal Management
Recent advances in power generation and sider the unique capabilities of distributed instorage make large-scale distributed instru- struments when identifying key science quesments feasible in a variety of planetary en- tions for the next decade.
2) Based on this list of science objectives,
vironments. The choice of the specific power
source depends on the sensor’s power con- detailed science traceability matrices (STMs)
sumption, and the operating environment with must be generated to identify the key enrespect to distance from the Sun, expected gineering requirements such as sensor distemperature levels, radiation levels, and im- tribution range, placement accuracy, number
pact resistance. All sensors can be powered of sensors, power consumption, communiby high specific energy, non-rechargeable pri- cation and data handling etc. This process
mary batteries such as those based on the would involve the use of existing models to
Li/CFx cell chemistry. This technology, cur- estimate the efficacy of various instrument
rently under development for the Europa Lan- configurations. Further, understanding model
der, offers a specific energy of >700 Wh/kg uncertainties will help establish what configurations maximize the reduction in those
at the cell level [24].
For sensors operating between the Earth model uncertainties.
3) In conjunction with the previous step,
and Mars, solar arrays are a viable option
Beyond this distance, alternative sources such bounds must be established on the present
as small (mW to several W) radioisotope and projected capabilities of various state-ofthermoelectric generators must be considered, the-art technological solutions. While serving
due to the very low solar flux available at as broad constraints for the generation of the
these distances (e.g., at Europa, Enceladus, STMs, this will also help identify the key
Titan, etc.) [25]. These sources can be used technological areas in which further research
to charge appropriate energy storage tech- and development needs to be carried out.
nologies, such as supercapacitors [26] and For instance, the outcome of this exercise
lithium-ion batteries [27] to support peak might tell us that we need to prioritize and
power requirements. Although custom de- invest in the development of more miniatursigned energy storage technologies are avail- ized power sources, or deployment schemes
able for operation at low temperatures, these that increase the range of sensor distribution,
technologies will likely require some type or miniaturized radios capable of higher data
of heating to survive and operate (either via rates. Once the specific technologies critical
electrical heating or from an integrated ra- for meeting the science objectives have been
dioisotope heat source). Sensor networks op- identified, concerted effort can be directed
erating in extreme high temperatures (e.g. on towards increasing their TRL.
4) Finally, these efforts should culminate in
Venus), will require novel high temperature
the
development of complete mission archiprimary batteries or solar arrays, which are
tectures, the different components of which
currently under development.
can be advanced through appropriate Earth
analogue demonstrations.
IV. R ECOMMENDATIONS
Having discussed the diversity of engineering solutions at hand, we recommend the
following actions to be carried out over the
next decade to harness the capabilities of
distributed instruments.
1) Scientific investigation using distributed
instruments should be given a high priority

V. S UMMARY
In this paper, we have presented a few
examples of critical science questions that can
be answered by using distributed instruments.
We derived preliminary technology requirements for each of those cases and discussed
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recent developments in technologies that have
made it feasible for us to move towards the
first use of distributed instruments for planetary surface science. While most of the discussion used a Mars mission as template, the
recommendations arising from this discussion
have a broad applicability to exploration missions at other objects in the Solar System.
Given the synergies with technologies being
advanced under the banner of ‘internet-ofthings’, we believe that the time is ripe for
NASA to unlock the benefits of distributed
instruments by studying mission concepts that
are enabled by distributed instruments and
encouraging future research in areas such as
sensor deployment mechanisms, miniaturized
sensor modules, distributed communication
architectures, and miniaturized power and
thermal control systems.
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